
   Birds of a Feather Read Together

 Aviary Wonders Inc.
by Kate Samworth

ISBN: 9780547978994
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 32
Price: $22.99

Since 2031, Aviary Wonders Inc. has offered bird lovers a unique opportunity: Assemble your own bird from stunningly beautiful and carefully hand-crafted
parts. The birds can even be taught to fly and to sing! This slyly satirical crafter's delight is offered as the perfect antidote to extinction of birds in the wild.
 Brilliantly illustrated with oil paintings and filled with laugh-aloud asides as well as sobering facts about extinct species, this mock catalog is a clever send-
up of contemporary sales spin and a thought-provoking look into an all-too-possible future.

 Have You Heard the Nesting Bird?
by Rita Gray

ISBN: 9780544105805
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 32
Price: $21.99

Woodpecker calls from a tree, "cuk-cuk-cuk." Starling sings, "whistle-ee-wee." But have you heard the nesting bird?
 In this book, we hear all the different bird calls in counterpoint to the pervasive quiet of a mama bird waiting for her eggs to hatch. Fun and informative back
matter takes the shape of an interview so that readers learn more right from the bird's bill. Ken Pak's lively illustrations, paired with Rita Gray's words, render
a visual and sonorous picture book to be enjoyed by young naturalists.

 I Hatched!
by Jill Esbaum

ISBN: 9780803736887
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dial
Pub. Date: 2014-01-28
Pages: 40
Price: $18.99

From the illustrator of Little Pea comes a gleeful, goofy, gorgeous celebration of being new, curious, and ready to take on the world--perfect for fans of Duck
and Goose
  
   A baby chick bursts from his egg and into the world with hilarious enthusiasm, awe, and I-can't-help-myself energy, capturing babies' delight in new
discovery and parents' joy in this amazing new person. Rompy, rhyming text evokes the zeal of a toddler who's eager for everything. And Jen Corace's
gorgeous artwork is alive with critters and curiosities and surprises--the biggest of which? The hatching of a new baby sister, to the absolute delight of her
now "expert" big brother!
  
   Breathless, breathtaking, and downright funny, this story is sure to find fans in new moms, toddlers, and big brothers and sisters too.
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 The Lion and the Bird

by Marianne Dubuc

ISBN: 9781592701513
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Enchanted Lion Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 64
Price: $22.50

One autumn day, a lion finds a wounded bird in his garden. With the departure of the bird's flock, the lion decides that it's up to him to care for the bird. He
does and the two become fast friends. Nevertheless, the bird departs with his flock the following autumn. What will become of Lion and what will become of
their friendship? Marianne Dubuc  received her degree in graphic design from the University of Quebec, Montreal. She has created many different kinds of
books for readers of all ages. She is an internationally acclaimed illustrator whose work has been published by major publishers in fifteen countries.

 My Dad's a Birdman
by David Almond

ISBN: 9780763653453
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2011-03-22
Pages: 128
Price: $10.00

"Flight as a metaphor for love's transcendence over grief takes a new form in this comic piece of magical realism." 
-School Library Journal

In a rainy town in the north of England, there are strange goings-on. Dad is building a pair of wings, eating flies, and feathering his nest. Auntie Doreen is
getting cross and making dumplings. Contest barker Mr. Poop is parading the streets shouting louder and louder, and even Mr. Mint, the headmaster, is not
quite himself. And watching it all is Lizzie, missing her  mam and looking after Dad by letting him follow his newfound whimsy. From an inspired creative
pairing comes a story of the Great Human Bird Competition - an exuberant tale of the healing power of flights of fancy,  and a very special father-daughter
bond.

 Nest
by Jorey Hurley

ISBN: 9781442489714
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster/Paula Wiseman Books
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 40
Price: $19.99

In her picture book debut, artist Jorey Hurley opens our eyes to the wonders of the natural world and tells a universal story of family.From birth, to first
flight, to new friend, the first year of a bird's life is full of activity and wonder. Artist Jorey Hurley pairs vivid, crisp artwork with simple, minimal text--often
just one word per spread--to create a breathtaking, peaceful chronicle of nature and life's milestones.
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 Outside Your Window

A First Book of Nature
by Nicola Davies

ISBN: 9780763655495
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2012-02-14
Pages: 108
Price: $23.00

This gorgeously illustrated volume of poetry -- sprinkled with facts and fun things to do -- sows an early love for nature in all its beauty and wonder.

The buzz of bees in summertime. The tracks of a bird in the winter snow. This beautiful book captures all the sights and sounds of a child's interactions with
nature, from planting acorns or biting into crisp apples to studying tide pools or lying back and watching the birds overhead. No matter what's outside their
windows -- city streets or country meadows -- kids will be inspired to explore the world around them. Written by award-winning author Nicola Davies and
illustrated by Mark Hearld, a breathtaking new talent in children's books, Outside Your Window is a stunning reminder that the natural world is on our
doorstep waiting to be discovered.

 Owls in the Family
by Farley Mowat

ISBN: 9780771064623
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2009-08-04
Pages: 112
Price: $9.99

Every child needs to have a pet. No one could argue with that.

But what happens when your pet is an owl, and your owl is terrorizing the neighbourhood?

In Farley Mowat's exciting children's story, a young boy's pet menagerie - which includes crows, magpies, gophers and a dog - grows out of control with the
addition of two cantankerous pet owls. The story of how Wol and Weeps turn the whole town upside down is warm, funny, and bursting with adventure and
suspense.

From the eBook edition.

 Skydiver
Saving the Fastest Bird in the World
by Celia Godkin

ISBN: 9781927485613
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Pajama Press Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 32
Price: $19.95

High in the sky, a peregrine falcon joins her mate for some swooping and diving before returning to her nest to guard her eggs. The couple doesn't know it
yet, but they will lose most of these eggs - the first clutch to a volunteer scaling the cliff, and the next to the harmful effects of DDT. Told against the
backdrop of scientists' efforts to understand the raptors' decline in the wild, this illustrated non-fiction book tells the story of several generations of falcons as
they're taken to a sanctuary, reintegrated into the wild, and ultimately relocated to the ledge of a city skyscraper. With dynamic oil illustrations, author and
wildlife artist Celia Godkin effortlessly captures the detail of the falcons and brings to life the different landscapes they inhabit. Skydiver will delight and
inform readers with a passion for species preservation, as it documents the struggles and the eventual success of the efforts to save the fastest bird in the
world.
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 What Will Hatch?

by Jennifer Ward

ISBN: 9780802723116
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Bloomsbury Juvenile US
Pub. Date: 2013-02-12
Pages: 40
Price: $14.00

Jelly, jiggly.What will hatch? Wiggly, squiggly. . . tadpole.
What is more exciting than waiting for an egg to hatch? Creatures of all varieties begin inside an egg-and those eggs also come in all shapes and sizes. From
a squiggly tadpole to fuzzy robin to a leathery platypus, this charming text and unique illustrations show eight different animals as they begin life. With a cut-
out on each page readers will have fun guessing... what will hatch?
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